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I'm not talking
about vision in a
vague philosophical or
abstract sense, but as
a reality for someone
who now belongs to
the kingdom.
"
Sam Hasanov originally came
to North America as an exchange
student from Azerbaijan. He and
his wife, Margaret (Bulk), will















Hasanov embraces Christianity in his academic work
Sally Jongsma
Senior Sam Hasanov is ready "to leave thenest and fly." Thinking back over hisfour years at Dordt, he says, "It's time."
His journey has been exciting even though
sometimes bumpy.
"Since I became a Christian five years ago,
my life has certainly been more complex," he
says with a smile. "When r was converted I
thought it would be an overnight thing. I've
slowly learned that it takes time and has real
implications for my life."
He cites the vision of thekingdom that he
embraced at Dordt as a life-changing influence
in his young, but eventful, life.
"I'm not talking about vision in a vague
philosophical or abstract sense," he says, "but
as a reality for someone who now belongs to
the kingdom. The immensity and grandeur of
this vision shocked me initially. Now it helps
me to see how much there is for Christians like
me to do."
Hasanov hopes to study political philosophy
next year, putting to work theperspective hehas
gained, particularly during the last two years.
He did not feel so sure about his future four
years ago when he arrived on campus.
Although he had committed his life to Christ
at the end of his senior year as an exchange stu-
dent at Southwest Christian High School in
Edgerton, Minnesota, he was unprepared for the
implications or the toll that decision would take
on his life and his relationship with his family.
Raised a nominal Muslim in Baku, the
capital city of Azerbaijan, Hasanov pursued
the opportunity to come to America almost as a
lark. Arriving in a small, rural community in
Minnesota was a shock. When he returned
home for six weeks between that year and his
freshman year at Dordt, he was so tom by the
rift that Cliristianity brought between him and
his family that he tore up his baptism papers
and told himself he was crazy.
''The trip hometurned my fragile faith
upside down," he says. But the opportunity to
study in the United States was too good to
pass up, and he returned in the fall.
At Dordt he was convinced anew that
Christianity was not "bunk." He continued
with his plan to study medicine, taking biology
and chemistry courses. But a theology course
lit the spark that eventually brought him to a
philosophy major and changed his career goal.
"The next semester I took courses with
Jongsma, Vander Stelt, and Kok that convinced
me that this is where I should be,"he says,
adding, "I don't want to be a philosophy major
that separates himself from others in an ivory
tower, but I want to think about things holisti-
cally and critically, to sink my teeth into the
meat of my faith, and then act on it."
/
His understanding of what it means to
be a Christian grew with his educational
program. "I soon realized that being a
Christian meant a lot more than going to
church," he says.
"I know I need to have a job to support
myself and my wife. but Ialso need to ask
what my task is. I think Ihave a responsibility
by having been given an education like this, a
responsibility to share the historical vision of
the kingdom," he says.
Hasanov believes that his background gives
him the context for further study in political
theory. He has watched and experienced the
disintegration of a culture in the last ten years.
By God's grace and in humility. he hopes to
have some small impact on a world that some-
times seems to be losing its bearings. He says
that Christians need to address structural issues
in society-how it operates and functions and
how change could bring improvement.
Hasanov believes that a major challenge
facing our world today is a sense of meaning-
lessness.
"This is not just a philosophical issue.
It's real; it's everywhere." He says that people
need to look deeply into who they are and
why they are here. Christians, who have
some answers to these questions, have a
continued on page three
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Hofland's creative dramatics
students learn as they serve
take it. It is something I will definitely use in
my future classroom."
Students in theatre professor John The most significant thing about the pro-Hofland's creative dramatics class were ject though, Hofland believes, is the way itrequired to do more than go to class combined service and learning. Service
this semester. During the month of April they learning is currently one of the hot topics
took what they learned to the kids in the com- in education and is really a sub-category of
munity After School Care Program held in the experiential learning, he says. While specific
local public school. definitions of the term are sometimes hard to
"The whole experience was just wonder- nail down, Hofland sees three main elements
ful," says Sioux Center Community that are crucial to a successful service learn-
Education Director Gail Yank. "The kids ing program.
came to the gym excited every day. In fact on 1) The experience must be mutually
Fridays they were a bit bummed because the beneficial to both the student and an
'girls from Dordt' weren't there." organization.
"They thought they were just playing 2) It must be a response to a community
games at first and didn't realize how much need.
they were learning," she adds. 3) The student must reflect on the
The students enjoyed and appreciated their experience in relation to what he or
time too. Sophomore Heidi Netz says, "Our she is studying.
time was filled with laughter-kids are so The creative dramatics project successfully
unpredictable and they kept surprising us with combined these elements, Hofland believes,
funny comments and skills mastered. I could and all parties benefitted.
never believe that our hour had flown by so Yank says, "I think the [college] students
quickly." learned a lot. They had to work with a variety
The creative dramatics students used of kids of different ages and different
nearly all of the teaching methods they had needs. One of the things I emphasized was
studied in class, says Hofland. They led basic that each child needed to be respected for
sensory awareness games such as having who he or she is. I talked to the class at the
children turn back to back, change six things beginning about who the children were. They
about themselves, and then observe what had did a wonderful job of carrying that through."
changed. They asked them to determine the Hofland chose a three-week period in
leader in a rhythmic movement exercise, or April to run the program so that the students
use pantomime to communicate. had enough knowledge and background to
Such activities help them learn the disci- know what to do. It actually enhanced what
__ ~~ -ec--r-,!p"l:::in;;e::,;;.of:..;cfo:;;c:.;u;s;;in;,<g~,o;;,n;;..;;a;,;n_ia:.;c;ti;,;v,;.;it;;.y;,.,;:Ie:;:arn;; ,;.;h;o,;. w,.,t:;o .... ...;h;;i;;.sst?u;;dentslearned in the course, he says.
avoid exhibitionism and move past shyness, "I always make diem do lots of research
and learn how the body moves, says Hofland. on activities they can use to teach creative
He believes creative dramatics is a valuable dramatics, and they always complain about
developmental and educational tool. how much stuff they're required to do. Now
About the course junior Kari Konynenbelt they saw immediately why these files are so
says, "All education majors should have to important, and they used many of them. It
All education
majors should have to
take this course.
It is something I will




John Hofland teaches in the theatre department.
wasn't just an assignment for them. It gave
:~;r:~)O£IS they needed to lead the
The students spent a great deal of time
talking together about what worked and what
didn't. Free of the curriculum constraints of
a regular classroom, they had to take com-
plete responsibility for the program. They
also were forced to reflect on how their learn-
ing and reading played out in their sessions.
Annette Groen says, ''Teaching creative
dramatics to the After School Program was a
great experience because I was able to apply
what I have learned from every education
class I have ever taken. When the children
were misbehaving I was able to use several
behavior modification techniques. When I
was giving instructions I remembered tactics
from other classes; it was a great way
to sum up everything I have learned in
creative dramatics and actually see first
hand that I have learned something. It was
a rewarding expenence and a lot of run. If is
experiences like these that make me realize
how much I want to be a teacher."
Both Hofland and Vonk see the model as a
good one and both hope to continue with such
service and learning projects in the future.
Fr-om the president ---------------------
Dr. Carl E. Zylstra
W hat most young





Our goal has to be to assure that youngpeople are getting the kind of trainingthat they need for jobs that actually
exist." With that dismissive comment, one of
the gubernatorial candidates in Iowa recently
attacked what he views as the uselessness of
much college education. He went on to say
that in a recent discussion he had held at a
four-year institution, there was [only] one
young person there that was taking a course
that could lead to some kind of meaningful
job .... "I think," this candidate went on,
"we've got maybe a disconnect between
where we're putting resources and where we
need to direct them."
Now I have nothing against two-year
degrees. In fact, more than ten percent of the
diplomas awarded at Dordt College this year
were for two-year programs. We are commit-
ted to continuing and, if possible, expanding
these two-year opportunities. I'll be the first
to admit that not everyone could or should go
to college and that not everyone needs or
should seek a four-year degree. I personally
hope that the number of two-year students at
Dordt College will grow as fast as our four-
year enrollment. Nonetheless, whenever I hear
someone assert that entry level job training is
the primary task of higher education, I cringe.
And that's not because I'm the president of a
four-year comprehensive college. It's because
I've been a pastor for more than twenty years
and my heart breaks for young people I've
known who really could have benefitted so
greatly from four years of comprehensive edu-
cation but who have been cheated out of that
experience because someone convinced them
they should settle for basic training for an
entry-level job.
Perhaps the candidate for Iowa's governor-
ship can't be expected to think it worthwhile
to invest in an educational experience simply
because it will give greater insight into God's
world so that we can praise him more fully.
Maybe the typical politician normally won't
be concerned about significant education after
high school designed to help young people
grow into well-developed citizens of God's
kingdom, equipped for solid participation
and leadership in the church and Christian
community.
But I would think that any candidate for
public office ought to realize that if we con-
centrate on educating people for jobs that
actually exist today, we probably are training
them for jobs that most likely won't even
exist ten or twenty years from now. And that
hardly sounds like a good use of today's
scarce resources. Rather, in a world where
most people go through numerous job changes
in their lifetime, what most young people need
is an education of their whole person that will
enable them to grow and change with the
rapidly changing employment markets of the
twenty-first century.
At Dordt College we aren't embarrassed to
talk about real world education. We proudly
emphasize our engineering, agriculture, social
work, teacher education, business administra-
tion, accounting, graphic design, and pre-pro-
fessional programs as well as all of our other
courses of study. But most of all we proudly
insist as well that the heart of our preparation
for service in God's kingdom is a wide-rang-
ing course of study, both inside and outside of
class. That's because we are convinced that it
is just such a comprehensive educational
experience that will enable Christian young
people to gain the wide-ranging insight into
God's creation necessary for them, not only
to secure their first job, but to spend a lifetime
serving God in whatever area he chooses to
call them.
In the end, that's where I differ with the
candidate for governor in Iowa. I'm sure he
has some significant public policy principles
in mind. But to me, the best investment we
can make at Dordt College is to strengthen
exactly the kind of broad experience based
education that doesn't shortchange in the least
the gifted young people God has provided us
to enrich his covenant communities and




Kelderman leaves college with a deeper sense of purpose
Sally Jongsma
MargeKelderman's life has revolvedaround her studies for what seemsike such a long time, that it's hard
for her to imagine anything else. Keldennan,
whose husband died four years ago, not only
has to think about her studies but also about
two high schoolers, two married children, and
two grandchildren.
"I'm very glad I'm almost finished, but
I'm also going to miss it," she said a month
before graduation. "The mental stimulation
and sense of self worth it has given me have
been important. A lot of a woman's identity
can be tied to her husband. Coming back to
college brought my own identity into focus:'
Although she says she likely would not have
come back to college had her husband not
died, she believes the Lord opened doors in
the last four years that have helped her live
her life without him and better support her
family.
"Students-many of them the age of my
own children-have been very encouraging
and supportive. They've also become
friends." She recalls one day when a class
was cancelled that three classmates called
her at home in Rock Valley to save her
the twenty-minute trip to Sioux Center.
Although she didn't socialize with students
off campus, she talked with them ofteo and
they became an important part of her daily
life.
"I'll miss the camaraderie with the
students," she says adding that interacting
with them helped her understand her own
children better and be a better parent.
She'll also miss the contact with profes-
sors who offered friendship and encourage-
ment and also provided an avenue for intel-
lectual growth. "I grew to love the academic
discussions, the challenge to think through
issues, examine viewpoints, weigh options,"
she says. She wishes she could keep that part
of college in her life.
But her feelings now are quite different
fro~ what they were when she began.
Kelderman didn't know at first whether
she should just find a job to support herself
and her family or to go back to school to
finish her degree. She had attended Dordt for
three semesters beginning in 1971 as a psy-
chology major, but quit when she married.
While debating whether to return to school,
she explored both two-year and four-year
degrees as well as job opportunities.
"Every time a door closed on a job possi-
bility, another one opened that pointed to
enrolling at Dordt," she says.
"It was scary going back to college, being
in classes with kids my kids' age. I didn't
know how they would react to me, and I felt
insecure about whether I could study and
remember things. I didn't like it at first."
One of the first classes she took was an
introductory communication class. In her first
speech in which she had to introduce herself,
she told her story. It helped classmates under-
stand who she was and why she was there,
she said, creating a good atmosphere to get to
know each other.
She recalls one of the first classes she
took in which the professor, who knew of her
apprehensions, graded her first test on the
spot to let her know how she did. That kind
of immediate feedback as well as the care it
exhibited were crucial encouragements in
those early weeks.
She soon found that she could hold her
own in the classroom and that she could not
only do but enjoy the work.
"But I also found that I had a different
goal than the younger students. I had a more
defined purpose for being here," she says.
That helped her focus on her work. Although
she had lots of responsibilities at home, she
knew what had to be done and why. Unlike
most of her classmates she knew much of
what her future held and wasn't distracted in
the same way by other concerns.
Looking back now, Kelderman is thankful
for the opportunity the Lord provided for her
to earn a degree in business administration. It
not only gave her the skills to land a job-
even before graduation, it reinforced the
Hasanov looks to the future
responsibility to work toward structural
change, he adds. This sense of meaningless-
ness affects people's response to the environ-
ment, the political process, and the way they
live. Bringing change means giving people
something to live and work for.
Hasanov's commitment to working for
change is a direct result of Reformed
Christianity in his life.
"It has immense implications for every-
thing that I do-how my wife and I live as a
couple, and how we, Lord willing, raise a
family; how we treat the environment and
how we spend money; how we view men and
women and how we live in community; and
how society operates.
These issues perhaps have more urgency
to Hasanov than they do to some others who
have had more comfortable and less eventful
lives.
"I come from a world where people are
just looking for something to eat, not worry-
ing about recycling or the ozone layer, a
patriarchal world where men's and women's
roles are rigidly defined." He does not take
the way things are for granted.
In embracing this new direction he has
come to value his faith despite the tensions it
brings and has come once again to love his
family and country despite their differences.
Summer 1998
continued from page one
But he still has questions and concerns. He
has a heartfelt appreciation for the vision and
community he has found at Dordt. The sense
of accountability to a community of people
with shared beliefs is something he hopes he
never has to live without.
"Interacting with professors and friends
gave me a sense of a cloud of witnesses sur-
rounding me," he says. He also realizes he
needs to be realistic about his expectations
and ideals for the future.
But while being at Dordt nourished him, it
also hindered him in some ways, he believes.
What he learned in his courses is not always
easy to see lived out in the community. And
there is a tendency to close yourself off with-
in the comfort of a shared community, some-
times isolating yourself from others.
"Even in Gen 300 I sat with 120 other stu-
dents, not all of whom shared the same
vision. We need to minister to each other
more."
"It's a struggle to live in today's world,"
he says. But although his life has become
more complex since becoming a Christian, it
has also held more joy. "To be a Christian is
to be human in the fullest sense and to go for-
ward in hope and trust."
Hasanov plans to continue study at the
Institute for Christian Studies in Toronto.
, ,<
Christian worldview and values that she had
developed over the years.
"I gained a deeper understanding of my
Reformed faith, solidified where I stand on
issues, and came to better know why I believe
what I do," she says. "Although my views
have shifted and changed on some things,
they are really very similar to what I was
taught by my parents." She has also come to
believe that many differences aren't as critical
as they are sometimes made out to be, she
says.
One of the most significant issues she
believes needs to be addressed by our society
is the strong sense of individualism that
drives so many of our dealings with people
and institutions. People concerned first of all
with themselves are at the root of social and
environmental problems. Poverty is closely
tied to viewing profit as the number one goal.
Consumerism obscures the biblical call to
servanthood and stewardship, she believes.
While these are not new ideas or even
commitments for her, confronting them con-
sciously as she did in her courses has affected
how she makes decisions at the elevator in
which she has an interest, how she handles
business transactions, and how she uses her
time and resources at home.
So Kelderman accepted her diploma in
May amidst a rush of emotions. She is grate-
ful for what she learned, but now wishes she
could have taken even more courses in a
broader range of areas. She won't miss bal-
ancing work and home and part-time job. But
she is looking forward to the job she was
offered already months ago as internal auditor
of a local bank.
Marge Kelderman began
Dordt College in 1971. She
graduated-after a twenty-











show for area children
--
The Honorable Urashima Taro played toover five hundred children in Dordt'sNew World Theatre during the last two
weeks of April. The puppet show directed by
senior theater arts major Sarah Bliss follows the
adventures of Urashima Taro. The play was the
result of Bliss's independent study in theater
directing this semester.
Bliss greatly enjoyed working with children's
theater two years ago when the Dordt Repertory
Theatre went on tour with Professor John
Hofland's production "Wash 'Em Clean."
"I loved the puppets and seeing kids' reac-
tions to them, so I decided I wanted to do some-
tlting with children's theater and puppets again,"
she says. The hardest art was choQsin the 13.
"So many children's plays have such a heavy
moral. I wanted sometlting with a good story
and a good plot that kids would enjoy." The
Honorable Urashima Taro was the first play of
many that she read, but it suited her purposes. It
had action and adventure, and portrayed a differ-
ent world that became intriguing to the children.
The play is the story of Urashima Taro, who,
after rescuing a turtle being beaten by children,
travels to an underwater world with the turtle.
There he, along with the turtle, a sea princess,
and other sea creatures, battle a giant sea
scorpion, saving their world from the creature.
In the end Taro has to decide whether to return
to his own world and family as an old man or
remain with his new friends as a much younger
man. He chooses to go back to his family.
The sea world presentswonderful opportuni-
ties for puppetry says Bliss. And the story deals
with an important theme, valuing family.
"Itwas so much fun to watch the children's
faces as they watched the play. Their eyes
widen, they cover their ears, lean against the per-
son next to them;one even cried because of the
sea scorpion." While she felt bad for the child
who was scared by the show, she appreciates the
fact that children react so much more openly and
strongly. "They were so amazed at the puppetry
and the underwater world," she says.
In question sessions afterward,children
asked many questious about how the puppets
were made, how they were manipulated,and
whether they could see one up close.
Bliss, who also graduated with an English
major this spring, hopes to be able to work in
theater, maybe children's theater. She is applying
for positions now. More long-term goals are still
open-maybe graduate school in theater or
English, maybe teaching on the college level.
"I'll just see what comes," she says. In the
meantime she is thankful for what she has
leamed working in Dordt's theater department
for the last four years.
It was so much fun
to watch the cliildren's
faces as they watched
the play. Their eyes
widen, they cover their
e(Jrs,lean against the




Dordt team captures honors at
regional Model Arab League
Debating such issues as the impact of performances. A common challenge, howev-declining oil prices, security against er, was trying to tltink like a person from theirIraq's aggression, and Islamic funda- designated country. "I wish I could do a bet-
mentalism, seventeen Dordt students partici- ter job of 'being' Bahrainian, since it is hard
pated in the Model Arab League held March to get rid of my Western notions," says senior
26-28 at Northwestern College. Dordt was Nathaniel Zylstra, who won first place in
one of eight colleges represented. There were political affairs.
fifteen teams representing different countries. "For three days," says Nelson, "I had to
Model Arab League, an event that takes think like an Arab with all the baggage that
place in regions all across the country, is simi- is involved with that. More than that, Ialso
Iar to Model United Nations except that had to negotiate, diffuse tensions, represent
student representatives pose as delegates for another country, and use parliamentary
various Middle Eastern nations. The students procedure."
advocate their country's position and push for Shannon, Assistant Secretary General for
an acceptable resolution. These resolutions the 1999 conference, had to get used to dfe
are then passed on to the actual Arab League. parliamentary style of the debates. "It took a
Dr. Hubert Krygsman, the faculty advisor while to warm up to the parliamentary proce-
for Model Arab League, was impressed with dure and to become comfortable with the
how well the team did this year. In addition speaking style," she says. "Knowing I could
to winning the overall award for Outstanding speak with confidence about my country
Delegation, the team also took six of the ten helped tremendously. Preparation made the
individual awards. "Dordt has consistently difference."
taken a lot of awards. We've taken outstand- Although the students faced challenges,
ing delegation awards for the past three these challenges translated into learning
years," says Krygsman, "but I think this year experiences. Senior C. Martin Dam, named
we did better than ever." best Security Council delegate, feels the
Junior Matt Nelson, winner of the conference "helps you to understand issues
Outstanding Chair award and elected from a more Arab perspective, it helps you
Secretary General for next year's conference, work on debating skills, [and] it forces you
also thought the team performed well. "We to learn parliamentary procedure."
took home more than our fair share of the Krygsman believes that all of these smaller
awards-a terrific endorsement of our learning experiences add up to "helping our
preparation and quality," he adds. students take leadership with confidence,
As for individual awards, Dordt students They learn to talk with people they've never
received four first place awards, four honor- met before and work very effectively. Our
able mentions, and had two students, Nelson students always come away amazed at how
ana soPfiomore iVIJa nannon, electeOfit"o---''''''uc;q,~tlieynavelearne: t giVes sfudenlS
next year's General Secretariat. Overall, team confidence that they have learned a lot and
members were satisfied with their individual are able to use it."
church music program. An article on
"Promoting the Pipe Organ in Academe"
lauds liberal arts colleges for keeping alive
the rich tradition of maintaining organs and
teaching future organists. It cites the impor-
tance of Dordt's strong denominational and
cultural tradition as a factor in our relatively
high number of organ students and describes
some of our successful alumni.
Campus capsules --------
Good hook-ups are valued
Director of Admissions, Quentin Van Essensays that one out of four prospective
students have access to the Internet before
they come to college. Director of Computer
Services Jim Bos says these students will be
well taken care of once they come to campus.
Dordt presently has 164 computer stations
available to students on campus. Sixty of
these stations can be used twenty-four
hours a day, the others are open from seven
in the morning until midnight. The ratio of
students to computers is about eight to one,
adds Bos.
In addition to these terminals, all residents
in the East Campus and Southview
Apartments as well as those in the new
Covenant Hall will have network ports for
their personal computers, giving direct access
to both the Internet and most of the software
students would use. The number of students
bringing their own computers increases by the
year, and although computer services has no
exact figure they expect at least another two




Dordt'S physics department recently recog-nized senior David Peterson as
"Outstanding Physics Teaching Assistant."
Peterson receives a one-year membership in
the American Association of Physics Teachers
as well as a year's subscription to the Physics
Teacher or American Journal of Physics.
Physics professor Dr. John Zwart says
Peterson, who is a fifth-year senior, has been
an assistant for four years, taking two lab
sections per week for several semesters. "He
has had the important knack of leading the




The annual mathematics/computerscience day at Dordt drew teams from six
area schools. Teams in the mathematics
competition answered questions and solved
problems. Teams in the computer science
competition wrote programs to solve prob-
lems or situations they were given. The win-
ning teams of Carroll-Kuemper and Western
Christian were awarded plaques and a Pizza
Hut gift certificate.
Dordt's organ program recognized
by leading organ journal
The Diapason, an international scholarlymagazine for organists, ran a short article
in its April 1998 issue on Dordt's organ and
/
Ag students are packers,
feeders, and farmers for a day
Ag Marketing students booed their pro-fessor last month when he told themclass was over. Professor Duane
Bajema's class spent two evenings in April
working with a computer simulation program
that made each person a player in the cattle
marketing system.
The program, developed with a USDA
grant by a team from Oklahoma State
University, was created to conduct research on
the cattle marketing industry. It explores,
among other things, the impact that large pack-
ers and feeders have on supply and demand,
grain prices, and other aspects of the market-
mg process.
The simulation was originally developed
for professionals in the industry and has
received rave reviews, says Bajema. It has
recently been made available to the land grant
university of each state. Dordt, which has long
had a good relationship with the Iowa State
Extension Service, was asked by Dr. Beth
Doran, stationed in Rock Rapids, to consider
using the program. The size of Dordt's classes
offered an appropriate number of participants,
and its program and students are respected,
says Bajema. Iowa State provided the resource
person, the program, the printers and scanners,
and Dordt provided the participants.
Doran, who has done the simulation with
people in the industry, says that she wondered
at the outset whether Dordt students would
have the practical knowledge to know what to
do-especially in the futures part of the simu-
lation.
"That's usually the weakest part in any
educational program," she says. "But I was
very impressed with the depth of knowledge of
Duane's students."
The experience gave students a good
hands-on introduction to the cattle marketing
industry, say both Doran and Bajema.
Doran says the program taught students
many things: what happens when someone
ho s onto cart e, when farmers cut deals, or
when collusion occurs. Another important les-




'T'he James Koldenhoven Scholarship is
.1 now available to freshmen students inter-
ested in theater arts. The theatre arts faculty
chooses a recipient based on an essay reveal-
ing the applicant's
Christian perspective on
theater arts and a review
of the person's participa-
tion and potential in the-
ater. For more informa-





Dr the fourth year in a row Dordt will be
r represented in the Pew Younger Scholars
Program held at the University of Notre
Dame. Junior Heidi Petersen has been
accepted as one of ten students in the psy-
chology seminar, "Two Hemispheres: One
Brain" with Dr. Malcolm Jeeves, a brain
specialist. Dordt psychology professor Dr.
Paul Moes will assist in the seminar.
Petersen says, "I feel that the Pew
Younger Scholars Program is an excellent
opportunity for me to get a taste of what it
will be like at graduate school. I also look
forward to talking with other Christians who
may come from different backgrounds and
yet are equally committed to Christian
scholarship. "
Summer 1998
Covenant Hall nears completion
Nextyear, Dordt College once againexpects to have enough on-campus
housing to accommodate all students.





tion of the new resi-
dence hall, however,
many of those will
move back on cam-
pus. The primary
feature of the new
facility, recently named Covenant Hall, is
space.
"It has more gathering space than any
other dorm," says Resident Life Director
Sandi Altena. She and others involved in
planning hope that features such as a large
entertainment room and individual floor
lounges will attract not only students from
that building, but also those living in the East
Campus Apartments. Other features of the
new hall include study rooms, a practice
room, devotional areas, a kitchenette, and a
large computer lab. The rooms themselves
will be two feet larger than those in North
and East Halls.
Dordt is making some other housing
changes as well. Freshmen and sophomores
will now be integrated in East, North, and
West Halls, creating a better mix of ages and
more mentoring opportunities.
"Many people think packers always make
big money. This program helped students see
that such an assumption doesn't always hold
and that many factors affect results," she adds.
Junior Evan Weilenga appreciated the simu-
lation. "It gave me a real sense of how the cat-
tle market and markets in general function from
the standpoint of both buyer and seller." He
added, "The simulation was effective in con-
veying the emotion of the marketplace, which
no textbook can do."
That, to Bajema, may be one of the most
important benefits of the simulation.
As participants took on the roles of large
and small packers, large and small feed compa-
nies, and large and small farmers, they actively
entered into their roles.
"We noticed farmers making very disparag-
ing comments about packers," says Bajema.
Others began acting more out of greed and
egoism than principle, he says. They noticed
that when someone began losing money people
started becoming more patronizing toward him
and that greed tempted people to make choices
that fostered injustice. Although it was in jest,
at one point Bajema noticed a student taking
another by the neck.
"Such role playing in a controlled setting
allowed us to step back and ask what is
really happening here," says Bajema. "In the
debriefing session afterward, conversations
about integrity, minimizing risk, injustice,
and evil in the system were much more real
than if we had just read about it," he adds.
"We saw that when packers get together
and decide to operate at half capacity to
bring down prices, it works. And the little
guy goes under."
Although Bajema had to take a bit of heat
for losing the most money as a small packer,
he would repeat the experience because it
provided such a splendid opportunity to
understand the system and to examine a
Christian re~onse to i!liustice and the power
of marketing. He hopes to use the program
again in the future.
Such role playing in
a controlled setting
allowed us to step
back and ask what is
really happening here,
"
Social Work majors promote their profession
In 1898, the first social work classes in the world took place at the New
York School of Philanthropy. Now, approaching the twenty-first century, there
are over 540,000 social workers in the United States.
Even with nearly sixty social work majors at Dordt, members of the Social
Work 311 class felt they needed to raise awareness of the profession on cam-
pus. They saw the one-hundredth anniversary as the perfect opportunity. Using
a variety of promotional activities during the month of March, National Social
Work month, the class tried to educate the community about the importance of
social work as well as about the profession itself.
The course is called Practice Methods I: Social Work Practice with Groups,"
said Prof. Jim Vanderwoerd. 'The idea was to give the students a real-life
opportunity to work in a group and see a project from start to finish."
The students divided into groups of two or three and each group had a
specific responsibility.
"Scott Mouw and I were in charge of getting information out to the
community as well as students on campus," said Alyssa Howerzyl. "We did
this by presenting public service announcements on KDCR that informed
listeners about the 100 years of the social work profession. We also wrote
'Did you know .. .' facts in the Today, the daily news sheet, and informed
students about any events on campus, such as the social work social." Other
activities included handing out suckers in the SUB, airing a special Plumbline
on KDCR done by Vanderwoerd, and coordinating a social work chapel.
"I think the chapel got a lot of people's attention and really let people know
what social work is all about," said Lisa Bekhuis, who helped coordinate the
table in the SUB. "The suckers went over well, too. No one could believe
they were free, and anything that's free at college goes over well."
Not only did the class educate the community; they also provided a social
for underclassmen social work majors. "Senior social work majors and social
workers from around the area shared information with the group about where
they work," said Kristin Vander Kwaak. "Since an internship is required for
the social work program senior year, I have already begun thinking ahead to
which agency or area I would like to be working in. The meeting opened my
eyes to the social work opportunities in northwest Iowa." Overall, said Vander
Kwaak, the activities "really publicized the major on campus" and "earned the
vocation some respect."
/ Voice 5
Matheis has become an
expert on academic hoods
The color and design












Shirley Matheis. Dordt's theatre artscostume designer. finished making her102nd academic hood just in time for
this year's commencement ceremony. The
brilliantly colored and stately hoods formed
an impressive display in the theatre arts
costume shop during the last weeks of the
semester.
The actual sewing of the hoods is a daunt-
ing task in itself. Working with falle, silks,
satins, and velvets cut on the bias is not the
easiest kind of sewing, but it only represents
one part of the process. Even before she
begins a new hood Matheis spends time
researching and calling to get information
about the colors, design, and fabric used for
individual hoods.
But at least now she has a manageable
number to do each year. When the project
began in 1987, Matheis not only had to spend
days researching patterns and codes for aca-
demic hoods; she had to make fifty of them in
one summer.
It all began when a former professor
suggested Dordt could save a lot of money in
rental fees if they made their own hoods.
Matheis studied books describing how hoods
are made and what they represent. She sent
letters to the institutions of each Dordt faculty
member asking them to verify styles and
colors used for their hoods as she determined
them from the international code for academic
hoods.
"I soon found that there are few people
who know anything definitive about their
hoods at any institution," she says. Even
when she was given the names of companies
from whom an institutIon purchased their
hoods, she would get conflicting information.
So she has been left to piece together from
the many sources she has accumulated and
Shirley Matheis says there are two basic styles-tbe Oxford and Toronto styles in both simple and full
desi . Most United States institutions use the Toronto style.
from phone calls to the institutions a design
for each new doctoral hood she makes.
"I even found that a hood being sold as
that of an institution had the colors reversed
from what I was told," she says. While such
things are a bit frustrating, they make her less
worried about every detail being perfectly
right because there doesn't always seem to be
a right.
Ideally, the color and design of each hood
should enable the viewer to identify which
institution a person graduated from, what dis-
cipline they studied, and what kind of degree
they were awarded. In fact, it is not so easy.
Too many schools choose the same colors and
some don't faithfully follow the discipline
colors as described in the code. So Matheis
gets as close as she can.
The results are beautiful. The workman-
ship is supenor to many puTaiaseo ones iliat
sell for over $100. And once a hood is
completed Dordt's expense is over-s-no rental
fees two or three times a year. The hoods
belong to the college, although faculty who
retire are given their hood at retirement. The
hoods of those who leave stay with the institu-
tion for possible use by others.
In addition to the new doctoral hoods
that Matheis must make each year, she also
makes master's hoods for graduates of Dordt's
master's in education program. A light blue
velvet band notes education and the white and
gold triple chevron on the black satin lining
represent Dordt's colors. She made six of
them this year for the six people graduating
from the master's program.
The work of making hoods will continue as
long as new faculty corne and graduate stu-
dents leave. To make sure that the next person
in her position doesn't have to repeat all of the
groundwork she's done, Matheis has patterns
made for every possible variation and detailed
rnstrucliOiis for piecing them togetfier. Step
five on one page reads: "Sew a PRECISE
5/16th seam." It is indicative of the precision
and pride Matheis takes in the project.
Youthministry emphasis now available to theology majors
Understanding the
character of faith will






A new emphasis in Dordt's theologyprogram may help the growing num-bers of churches who are looking for
trained people to help with their youth pro-
grams. Beginning next fall students can
choose to take a youth ministry emphasis as
part of their theology major.
"As recently as fifteen years ago few
Reformed churches had paid staff people
working in youth ministry," says Professor
Sydney Hielema of Dordt's theology depart-
ment. Today many churches are advertising
for and hiring full- or part-time staff to assist
them in their ministry to young people.
A variety of reasons have brought about
this change, Hielema believes. "Loyalties
cannot be assumed today," he says. "It used
to be automatic that young people went to
youth group meetings. If you held them, they
came. Churches didn't worry much about
programming and pedagogy."
Today that has changed. Many people do
not feel the same denominational allegiance
their parents or grandparents did. They see
other churches' programs and move more eas-
ily to one they believe fits their needs.
In addition, the nature of ministry is chang-
ing, Hielema says. People have higher expec-
tations for what their church and their pastor
must be. There is an increased desire for small
group ministries, and needs tend to be more
out in the open than they were a generation
ago. And even though many difficulties remain
hidden. the number of marriage problems, job
crises, and sexual abuse cases that the church
and its pastor and elders deal with has
increased. As more and more people go to big
conferences and conventions led by dynamic
and charismatic preachers and leaders, expecta-
tions for Sunday worship increase. The pastor
has less time to give to young people.
These increased needs within the church
are happening at the same time that a grow-
ing number of young people are going on ser-
vice and mission projects, says Hielema.
Such experiences give young people a more
conscious desire to help others become
excited about their faith. A growing number
are interested in youth ministry as either a
career or a part of their volunteer service in
the kingdom.
Hielema is convinced that there is an
important place for trained youth leaders, and
he has definite ideas for how youth ministry
should occur.
"I believe youth ministry has to be rela-
tional, a patient walking-along-side teen-
agers," he says. "Like Jesus walking along
the road to Emmaeus with his disciples."
Students who choose the youth ministry
emphasis will be required to take two
courses. Teaching the Bible to Adolescents
and Principles and Foundations of Youth
Ministry. These courses in addition to the
required theology major offerings provide the
theoretical framework for youth ministry. In
addition, each person who chooses the youth
ministry emphasis will parricipate in a
practicum with a local church.
Marc Holland, a junior from Ripon.
California, is involved in such an internship
already this year. A pre-sem theology major,
/
Marc has planned to enter the ministry since
he was a child. When First Christian
Reformed Church in Sioux Center advertised
for a staff worker to coordinate their youth
program, Holland applied and was hired. He
typically works about twenty hours per week
for the church and meets regularly with
Hielema. Much of this year was spent work-
ing with the council to determine the church's
needs and what programs would address
those needs. A crucial element, says Marc, is
having young people take ownership for the
program and give leadership to it. He will
continue to work with First eRe next year,
building a program that challenges a young
person's faith to grow and at the same time
offers a fun and engaging time.
But developing a youth ministry program
is not something that will happen easily or
should be taken lightly, Hielema believes.
"The history of the Reformed faith is one
of over-intellectualization," says Hielema,
who also serves on the CRC denominational
committee on youth ministry. It has led in
recent years to a reactionary swing to emo-
tionalism. For the most part these reactions
have been led by non-Reformed trends.
Understanding the character of faith, he
hopes, will help leaders avoid the false
pendulum swing between intellectualism and
emotionalism.
"We need to discern what is compatible
with our Reformed understanding and what
isn't for these programs," he says. ''This
means doing some pioneering work in this
area."
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Students find renewed focus for their studies at conferences
Sallly Jon
Itused to be dittoed memos. Now it's e-mailto all faculty asking them to "please excusethe following students" .... Although
many of these memos refer to athletic events,
many also refer to conferences that professors
encourage their students to attend.
In the past year professors and their
students have gone to a wide range of
professional conferences. Despite the hassle of
missed classes and making up work, most are
convinced that it is time well spent.
Conferences draw students from nearly all
majors. Theater students attended the American
College Theater Festival; literature students
attended the Iowa Poetry Writing Conference
and the English Teachers Conference; philoso-
phy students and others attended the Wheaton
Philosophy Conference and the Kuyper
Lectures at Princeton; mathematics students
attended the Iowa Council of Teachers of
Mathematics Conference; agriculture and
missions students attended an ECHO confer-
ence; organ students attended a conference
in Lincoln, Nebraska; social work students
attended meetings at the state legislature
sponsored by the National Association of
Social Workers. And there are more.
In some cases these experiences confirmed
a career direction, in others they broadened a
student's goals for the future.
Dr. Mike Vanden Bosch says taking the
students to the conference of the Iowa Poetry
Association gave them an opportunity to
receive comments from an appointed critic.
"Poets need feedback from more than one
college instructor," he says. "I think this kind
of conference is helpful because it involves
committed lovers of words who are helpful and
considerate in their responses. Students heard
what others liked, what they misunderstood,
and what they didn't like."
Theater students receive some of the same
benefits. They see not only their own work but
the work of others critiqued. They also have an
opportunity to attend a wide variety of work-
shops, often in specialized areas that cannot be
offered at Dordt.
Mathematics students who attend profes-
siorral conferences learn from teachers sharing
their experiences. "Students hear about which
ideas work, which ones were not helpful, and
they share ideas for working with students who
learn differently," says Professor Arnold
Veldkamp. "They get to hear current teachers
talk about how theory fits the daily classroom."
Theology professor Wayne Kobes and agri-
culture professor Ron Vas along with several
students attended an ECHO (Educational
Concerns for Hunger Organization) conference
in Florida this year.
"It was a cross cultural meeting of people
from all over the world working to help the
poor and undernourished in the name of
Christ," says Kobes. Students saw the practical
implications of the academic work they had
done at Dordt for working in missions around
the world. Vos adds that students made valu-
able contacts with people and organizations that
might tum into career opportunities.
One of the students, Nathan Boynton, con-
cluded, "Not only have I learned about several
aspects of crops, but through the conference I
have realized my need to learn even more as I
intend to work on an agricultural mission field."
Dr. loan Ringerwole says that the organ
conference she takes her students to often stim-
ulates them in ways that the classroom does
not. She cites the example of one student-who
was not an organ major-who came back so
excited by the discussions with other organists
that she decided to go to graduate school in
organ performance.
Social work students who attended the Iowa
Summer 1998
Nine students and twelve faculty attended the Kuyper Conference at Princeton University last February.
Legislative Day participated in sessions and
presentations on topics related to politics,
lobbying, and advocacy activities in social
work.
''The day really opened the eyes of students
about the breadth of the social work field," says
Professor Jim Vanderwoerd. "It is easy to
assume that social work is only about helping
individuals, couples, or families. But it is also
about working with communities, organiza-
tions, and the larger systems that affect the
well-being of individuals. Public policy directly
affects people. We teach this in our classes, but
I don't think a thousand hours of class time
would have gotten this message through better
than this day."
Vanderwoerd thinks the experience helped
students realize that the political process is not
remote and inspired them to think of their call-
ing as being broader than perhaps they first
assumed.
The students agreed. One wrote, "I discov-
ered that 1 am fascinated by this aspect of
social work and am really interested in the
issues discussed here. It made me realize how
important it is to be aware of and active in the
legislative process."
But there is another beneficial aspect to stu-
dents and professors attending conferences.
They provide opportunities for more informal
interaction and discussion, often focusing on
how a Christian can work in this field with
integrity and vision.
"Having faculty and students go to confer-
ences together builds a camaraderie that doesn't
happen as readily with normal class contact.
Students see faculty expertise and interests in a
Are you striving to integrate yourChristian faith in your teaching?Are you looking for exciting
professional development opportunities
that fit your busy life? Dordt College's
graduate program was designed with
you in mind.
Master of Education Degree
Complete your degree in curriculum and instruction
in as few as three summers. Spend one week on
campus per course, plus pre-campus assignments.
July at Dordt
One-credit mini-courses and a curriculum writing
workshop, plus these graduate courses:
Week One
• Introduction to GraduateResearch
• StructuringSchool Curriculum
• IntegratingTechnology and Education
Week Two
• LearningTheories for Today's Student
• Constructing Thematic Units
• Implementing InstructionalStrategies
Week Three
.. CurrentIssues in Education
.. Inclusion of StudentsWith Special Needs
new light when both are responding to the
same situation. Students begin to see the
broader context of academic work and may
receive incentive for doing well at their work
and honing their Christian perspective," says
Professor Calvin Jongsma, who joined students
at both the Wheaton Philosophy Conference
and the Kuyper Lectures.
In addition, he says, students get to see and
hear experts in their field as real people; they
listen to them dialogue with one another about
key issues; they get to meet and talk to them in
person in both formal and informal settings. It
is different than interacting with a book or lis-
tening to their profs talk about someone else's
ideas, but it's a genuine part of academic reality.
"I would say that such conferences, if suffi-
cient interaction takes place between the stu-
dents and the others attending the conference,
are definitely worthwhile," Jongsma concludes.
His colleagues would agree. So do the students.
Junior Heidi Petersen says, "I've always
heard how important it is for Dordt students to
get off campus to really see how what we're
learning here applies in various situations.
Though I won't be able to go on an off-campus
program during my time here at Dordt, I and
many other students were fortunate enough to
be able to attend both the Wheaton Philosophy
Conference and the Kuyper Conference at
Princeton Theological Seminary. Both of these
conferences enabled us to put OUf learning into
action and helped us grow in our understanding
of the different ways of "doing" philosophy.
The few missed classes and hours of sleep were
well worth the time we spent learning and
growing together."
=
Students begin to see
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Bos, Gulker, Koekkoek, and Veldkamp
combine 113 years of teaching
Qhat does it feel like to be finished
teaching?
Koekkoek - Just this morning I finished
grading a set of exams that have been
on my desk for over a week. The main
feeling is going to be elation that I never
have to do that again-and also that I will
not have to keep to someone else's rigid
schedule.
Bos - I look forward to leaving the demands
of a rigid schedule. I have appreciated the
kind of work that I do; I even enjoyed it.
But when troublesome things happen on
top of a busy schedule, it can drain your
energy. Iwon't miss that.
Veldkamp - I will still be teaching, but it
will be in quite a different situation
because I will be teaching English in
China. However, I know what I am
getting into since I did it last year. In a
way it's more relaxing than here. The
students are quite different and so are the
relationships. We are signing up for a year
and will see what happens after that.
Our whole purpose
in being here is
for the students.






Abraham Bos came to Dordt
in 1962 to teach German and
music. His original goal after
graduating from Calvin College
was to earn a master's degree in
music, but two years in the army,
a stint teaching German at
Western Christian High School
in Hull, Iowa, and encourage-
ment by former president B.J.
Haan nudged him into German
for his graduate work. A former
singer and director of Calvin
College's Meistersingers, he kept
close to music, though, minoring
in musicology for his master's
program.
Between German, linguistics,
and music courses Bos taught
between twenty and thirty classes during his years as a professor. Following his
return from doctoral work in 1974, however, he began to assume more adminis-
trative duties as associate academic dean. It is in that role that the statistics
become really interesting. Over the thirty-five years he has been at Dordt he
figures (conservatively) that he has attended 6300 meetings. For most of his
years here he served on the curriculum committee, the academic policy commit-
tee, and the teacher education committee. He has also served on the cross cul-
tural, assessment, general education, and long range planning committees as
well as the academic council. On many of these committees he served as chair
or secretary. But he still remembers his first assignment.
"My first committee assignment was on the housing committee. One of my
duties was to visit student apartments allover town. I was given a list of apart-
ments to visit and after spending an afternoon in frustration, not knowing the
difference between 1st Avenue and 1st Street, north, south, east, or west, 1
decided my time could be better spent doing other things."
Bos has been chair of the foreign language department, director of off-cam-
pus programs, director of the teacher education program, minority student coor-
dinator, and supervisor of the Academic Skills Center.
"I have learned a great deal from many of my colleagues and have great
appreciation for the faculty members and administrators who made contributions
in the development of a Christian perspective on life and learning," he says.
In retirement he plans to pursue his interests in music, linguistics, German
and ESL. He currently teaches English to Vietnamese people in Sioux City. He
hopes to sing, coach the golf team at Dordt, do a little traveling, and stay
involved with his church, family, and community.
"Dordt has played a big role in my life, I have learned much and enjoyed
much."
8 Voice
Gulker - 1, too, will not miss making exams
and correcting exams, but I will miss
watching students grow and develop
from freshmen to seniors. I've recently
finished teaching the senior business
seminar, and I am amazed at how com-
plex students are and how they mature in
four years-even though they still have a
lot of maturing to do. Retirement to me
means flexibility. I'm curious about what
God has in store for us. Why did he allow
me to get this far, and what is next? I
hope it is ministry that allows me to give
something back for the good life that we
have been able to enjoy.
Qwhat are you going to miss the most?
Koekkoek - I'm sure all of us will miss the
students most. We joke about how nice it
is in the summer when they are all gone.
The students are what makes it all worth
while. I teach a lot of freshmen. It's
amazing to see the growth in just one year
let alone four. Many of them come with-
out a clue about how to study. After you
show them and work with them, they take
off and go. That is r~arding.
And the colleagues, of course. We used
to be all on top of each other in our
offices and classrooms and there were a
smaller number of us. We knew everyone
well. Now there are some that 1 hardly
know, let alone their wives whom I might
not even recognize. But still the personal
friendships and professional relationships
with colleagues has been wonderful.
Veldkamp - Since most of us were apart
from our families, Dordt became our
family. We'll miss that.
Bos - Since I'm not leaving the community,
I'm going to enjoy some things Dordt
offers: concerts, plays, art shows. I think I
will have more time to enjoy those things
now than before.
escribe Dordt College.
Gulker -I think the students who have
chosen to come to Dordt add to what we
are. Having been responsible for the
internship program for practically fifteen
years, I have had the opportunity to meet
Dordt graduates in various levels in
industry and to see how they project
what they have been taught at Dordt.
That is a fine example of what goes
on at the college.
Bos - An alive faith and perspective.
Koekkoek - Of one mind and purpose.
Caring. I never cease to be amazed at
how everyone on campus seems to be in a
genuine, sincere way, concerned about
everybody else. We laugh together, we
mourn together in a real community way.
How has Dordt changed ?
Bos - We are a larger community now and
that means I no longer know everyone.
When I came, I think every professor /
Mert Gulker came to Dordt in 1982.
"I had been praying for a new direction
in my career,"he says. A phone call from
Dr. John Visser asking if Gulker would be
interested in teaching marketing was a
genuine answer to prayer.After three years
at Dordt, he left for a year of graduate work
and then spent the next twelve years teach-
ing in the business department.
Gulker has taught primarily marketing and
management courses duringhis fifteen years
at Dordt, with some time spent teaching
advertising and the capstone senior business
seminar. In addition, he has built and coordi-
nated the National Internship Program, which
continues to grow and provide Dordt students
with the opportunity to gain hands-on experi-
ence in businesses across the country.
Even though he doesn't consider himself
one of the real old timers, he has seen
changes over his fifteen years of teaching.
"The straight lecture method is no longer
edJ.tlcrnan)' of the, business courses. Case
studies and projects help students apply the
knowledge and seem to hold their attention
better," he says. ''The joy of assisting in
growth of young people has been a wonder-
ful experience," he adds.
Gulker and his wife, Sally, hope to
become involved in part-time volunteer
ministry-somewhere. Ormaybe drive a
tour bus for a year or two, he adds. "There
are hurting people with needs no matter
where you go." He hopes to help meet a dif-
ferent kind of need in the next few years.
knew every student--but there were only
200 to 300 students. I was the twelfth
faculty member.
Koekkoek - I came two years later and the
faculty was up to thirty-five with the
group of seven hired that year. And there
were 600 students. That was the first year
there were four classes. Along with that
growth have come opportunities that we
weren't able to offer before. At first there
were mostly ministers and teachers
enrolled. Later the business department
was added and the agriculture and engi-
neering departments.
When I came I interviewed in
the area where the listening lab and
computer offices are today. It was the
cafeteria then, and I remember sitting
around a table. They were building the
commons, and by the time I arrived in the
fall of '64 the commons was in use.
QTWO of the things you've all mentioned
are the sense of community and a
common vision. Would you say those
have changed or grown over the years?
Koekkoek - I think the common vision has
been sharpened. It was much less
defined when I first came. Abe
mentioned a minute ago that we've talked
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together and learned together. I think
that's been very much the case. When we
interview candidates for positions today,
we expect them to be where we are now.
The fact is if I were interviewed here
today, given what I was when I was hired
here, I probably wouldn't be hired. We've
grown together.
Veldkamp - We can't take the sense of
community for granted, though, because as
the college gets bigger, fragmentation
happens more easily. You have to make an
effort to maintain community.
We have to be careful that community
is not just left over from the past. It has to
be nurtured. There was a time when every
one went to every program, every chapel,
every play, every game. Now there's so
much to do, you can't possibly take in
everything anymore. You have to work at
it harder.
How would you characterize your
professional lives here at Dordt?
Gulker - It's been rewarding, working with
colleagues. Stimulating.
Koekkoek - It's been a growing experience.
Both the students and my colleagues
contributed to that growth.
Veldkamp - It's been a good life.
Koekkoek - I've been able to spend thirty-
four years doing what I enjoy and getting
paid for it.
Veldkamp - As BJ. [Haan] would've said,
"It's been wonderful."
Gulker - We work with a great group of
people. I taught in the public sector; I've
worked in the public sector. Hey, this is
the place to be.
You've all given a considerable amount of
your life, what might be termed "the best
years of your life," to the college. Do you
have any regrets? Would you have done
anything differently if you had to start
over?
Gulker - Absolutely not. I prayed for new
directi<J..oin my life and I received it. I
didn't know it was going to come from
Dordt, but that's how it happened.
Koekkoek - I think I would change things
that I've done, but not teaching here.
Professionally, if I had to do it all over
again, I probably would've bitten the bullet
and stayed in graduate school and finished
my Ph.D. Not for me, but it would have
been good for the college. Presenting a
professional paper with only a master's
degree doesn't carry any weight. I don't
think it would have enhanced my teaching,
but then maybe I'm wrong because I didn't
do it, so I don't know.
Veldkamp - I think all four of us are in the
same situation.
Koekkoek - Two research papers and a
dissertation to go, and 1just got so
enveloped in this place.
Gulker - I got sick of ants in my cereal at
Michigan State. It was so hot; there was
no air conditioning in the room. And the
kids had their music up on Friday nights; I
just decided it's not worth it. [ should not
have done that. Whenever you're doing
additional learning and have new experi-
ences, you grow. As focused as a disserta-
tion is, there is a discipline that benefits
you. I suppose it also would have
enhanced my salary, but I didn't come to
Dordt for that. If I wanted that, I would
have stayed in business.
Koekkoek - Professionally, things are much
better now than then. With families we
couldn't afford to keep going to school,
and there wasn't the institutional money
available to do so then.
~ave you had to work hard to keep up with
\.af'hanges in your field?
Koekkoek - You always have to make an
effort to keep current. Inmy case part of
that is a result of having to teach new
courses. I don't know how many different
ones I've taught. When you teach new
areas, particularly ones in which you have
little or in some cases no academic prepa-
ration, you need to hit the books. I had to
teach a Far East history course without
ever having had a day of Far Eastern
history in my life. I had to do a great deal
of study.
VeJdkamp - In my case it was the advent of
computers that required the most work.
Even before that I went to conferences, but
I spent several summers going to school to
help teach computer science courses. In the
math area there were always opportunities
because it wasn't just Dordt that was
changing; everybody was changing.
ow do you hope your years of service
ill be remembered? What are you pleased
to have been able to contribute?
Bas - To have touched the lives of a number
of students. It's gratifying when there's
evidence of that. A former student was
here last year and called me. He had been
in a couple of my classes. I only vaguely
remembered him, but when he saw me he
thanked me profusely for things I had done.
We don't even know the impact we've had.
Arnold Veldkamp came
to Dordt in 1971. Over the
past twenty-six years he has
taught all but four of the
twenty-four courses offered
in the mathematics depart-
ment. In the mid-80's he was
also called on to teach some
of the new computer science
courses being offered. He
figures he has taught 209
classes enrolling 4325 stu-
dents over the years. Some
students are counted more
than once because he taught
them more than one course.
"One of the biggest
changes that has taken place
in the teaching of mathemat-
ics is the use of calculators
and computers," he says.
"'We can now spend much more time on the concepts and less time on the
calculations involved." One danger in this is that students sometimes come
to view mathematics as magic, with answers coming out of a black box, he
says. Still, he believes that with care, using computers helps the concepts
become much clearer because there is time to use many more examples.
Dordt has really been an extended family for Veldkamp and his family.
Because many others at Dordt have few relatives close by, the Veldkamps
often spent free time and holidays with other faculty families. Although
things have changed in the last number of years as Dordt has grown and as
their family has grown to include in-laws and grandchildren, the Veldkamps
still find that other faculty members are among their closest friends.
Veldkamp and his wife, Helen, plan to move to California to be near
more of their children after retiring. But before that they will spend at least
one more year teaching English in China.
"We really feel that this is the direction the Lord is leading us. We've
been given the ability to be able to live with the hardships of living in a
Third World country and feel a strong desire to share the Good News with
our friends there." They'll miss teaching and friends, but look forward to a
new challenge.
Gulker - I have especially enjoyed educating
the whole person, that life is more than a
job. We train students to be discerning in
their community, the church, and the
school, to come to grips with what their
gifts are. I couldn't do that in the public
sector. I've said to students, "Look folks I
didn't come to Dordt to make money. This
is a different commitment. If I wanted to
make money I would have stayed in
Michigan. So what I am telling you is to
get into an area that you really enjoy, and
you will be surprised by how fruitful you
can be in serving as opposed to looking for
the dollar, hating your work, and ruining
your life."
Koekkoek - Our whole purpose in being here
was for the students. If it weren't for them
there would be no position, no college. To
be able to contribute to their development
is what it's been all about.
We work with a
great group of people.
I taught in the public
Arnold Koekkoek came to Dordt in
1964, the year the college began offering a
four-year program. He taught three sections
of Western Civilization, the introductory
history course, and two sections of German.
Koekkoek came with only a B.A. in hand.
"Dordt was very young and would still
take a look at such a person," he says. After
three years he went on study leave to earn his
master's degree.
Koekkoek has 11,954 names listed in his
old grade books-all of which he still has on
file. He has taught with thirteen full- or part-
time professors in the history department. He
has taught sixteen different courses, been
advisor to hundreds of students, and spent
many more hours in committee meetings than
he ever wished to. But he has truly enjoyed
all of it.
"It's a great thing to go to so many places
and meet former students and especially to
have so many children of former students in
my classes," he says.
"Sometimes I think that among those I
remember the best are those who had the most
trouble in my class because we spent the most
time together one-an-one. But I also remem-
ber a great number who were truly outstand-
ing students and several who may not have
been such great classroom stars but who had
such sparkling personalities that they could
never be forgotten.
"Over and over I've thanked God for the
privilege I've had to teach these young people,
and I've asked for what I've needed to do the
right thing for these covenant children. What a
great reason to go to work everyday."
Koekkoek, with his wife, Carol, plans to
stay in Sioux Center, near grandchildren and
close friends, attending concerts and games,
and, next year anyway, teaching one history
course.
sector; I've worked in
in the public sector.
Hey, this is the
place to be.
"
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Faculty News
On March 19-21, Martin Dekkenga,
Charles Veenstra, Kae Van Engen, and
Daryl Vander Kooi attended the
International Listening Association conven-
tion in Kansas City, Missouri. Veenstra
chaired a sectional on improving teaching
effectiveness and presented a paper,
"Listening-Response as Ethical Obligation."
Vander Kooi presented a paper titled "The
Predictive Values of the Watson-Barker
Listening Test" on testing and its relationship
to academic success.
Vander Kooi and Veenstra also worked
with teachers from the Sioux City public
school system recently to help develop their
listening curriculum.
Sherri Lantinga was the keynote speaker
for the Colleges of Mid-America Social
Sciences conference held on April 23 at
Northwestern College. Lantinga spoke on
"Helping and Harming Others: When Do
Stigmas Matter?" Her lecture was based on
her doctoral dissertation work.
John Hofland recently had an article
published in Christianity and Theatre titled
"Scenic Design-There's a Whole New World
Out There." Hofland is also the set designer
for the Kentucky Shakespeare Festival's
production of Macbeth this summer.
Ronald Vos attended a sustainable agricul-
ture conference in Austin, Texas, from March
5-7. The conference was put on by the
USDA's Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education (SARE) program as part of its tenth
anniversary celebration. Over 500 people
attended. "It was a real affirmation to me of
how far the USDA and agriculture has moved
to sustainable ag in the last decade. There is
still a long way to go but at least there is some
momentum being built," says Vas. SARE has
__ unded Vos' s doctoral research.
On April 15, 1998, Jim Vanderwoerd
received designation from the state of Iowa as
a Licensed Independent Social Worker. The
LlSW status is the highest of three possible
levels of licensure in the state and certifies
that he has met all the requirements for the
practice of social work in Iowa. Only per-
sons with a social work license are entitled by
law to describe themselves as practicing
social work.
On April 20, Vanderwoerd presented a
workshop to staff at Hope Haven in Rock
Valley titled "Because 1 Say So: Examining
Authority in Residential Youth Care."
Paul Otto recently had a review published
in the Journal of American History (March
1998) titled "Powhatan's World and Colonial
Virginia: A Conflict of Cultures."
Dr. James Schaap has been involved in a
variety of activities throughout the U.S. and
Canada in the past months. He led a master
class, an instructional retreat for San Diego-
area Christian writers, in Pine Valley,
California; spoke at a school building dedica-
tion in London, Ontario; and spoke and read
as a participant at the Calvin College Festival
of Faith and Writing. Schaap also spoke to
and met with classes at South Christian High
School in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and at
Redeemer College in Ancaster, Ontario.
Schaap was recently given the 1997 first
place award from the Associated Church,
Press for "View from the Pew" and a depart-
mental award for stories published in
Reformed Worship. Schaap's most recent
essay, "Why Am 1Here?" appears in the
April issue of Perspectives.
Dennis Vander Plaats was honored as an
outstanding educator by Northwestern
College. A former sixth grade student, who
now attends Northwestern, nominated Vander
Plaats for the award.
Dr. Robert De Smith presented a paper
on Danel Defoe's novel Moll Flanders titled
"Allegorical Defoe?" at the 6th Annual
Northern Plains Conference on Earlier British
Literature held at Wayne State College in
Wayne, Nebraska.
On Monday, February 2, Dr. Joan
Ringerwole and Rhythm and Brass, six virtu-
osi performing on trumpets, hom, trombone,
tuba, and percussion, hosted a reading session
of organ and brass music, primarily focused
on repertoire for church musicians. Area
organists and brass players were invited to
this free workshop.
On February 13, Ringerwole presented a
lecture-performance called "Our Dutch
Heritage," which focused on Dutch organ
music throughout the 17th-20th centuries. It
was given to the South Dakota American
Guild of Organists Sioux Falls chapter at First
Lutheran Church in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota.
On March 29, in Le Mars, Iowa,
Ringerwole gave an organ recital at the
Presbyterian United Church of Christ. The
recital featured several Genevan Psalms
whose tunes were sung by the combined
choirs from Calvin Christian aeformed
church and the Presbyterian church.
Dr. Dallas Apol recently attended the
meeting of the National Association of
Christian Foreign Language Instructors
held at Eastern College in St. Davids,
Pennsylvania. Apol has been secretary of
the organization for the past three years.
Former president Dr. John Hulst was in
Costa Rica from March 7-11 with the Student
Academic Programs Council of the Coalition
of Christian Colleges and Universities con-
ducting a site visit of the Latin American
Studies Program. While there he had lunch
and visited with three Dordt students on the
program: Jeff Smit, Suzanne DeGroot, and
Jamie Klunder. Hulst has recently been
invited to be an adjunct professor in the
Graduate School of Christian Studies,
Soongsil University, in Seoul, Korea. There
he will give special lectures and participate
in the spring and fall lecture series.
Benjamin Kornelis served as an adjudi-
cator for Festival of Choirs USA in Sioux
Falls on April 25. Kornelis was part of a
judging panel, giving taped and written
comments on performances, running clinic
sessions with choirs and selecting the top
choirs to perform at the evening concert.
Komelis also received a graduate assis-
tantship from Michigan State University for
the coming academic year when he will be on
leave for doctoral work.
Dr. John Van Dyk, director of the Center
for Educational Services, spent April 22-27 in
Russia where he participated in meetings of
the curatorium of the newly established
Pedagogical Institute at Open Christianity in
St. Petersburg. This institute represents the
first Christian teacher education program in
Russia. Van Dyk also conducted a seminar in




Bi}. Haan Conference draws teachers from twenty schools
FACULTY POSITIONS Kirstin Vander Giessen
Business Administration, Fall 1998
Qualifications: M.B.A. with relevant experi-
ence will be considered; Ph.D. in business
administration with demonstrated teaching
excellence is preferred.
Economics, Fall 1998, Fall 1999
Qualifications: Ph.D. in economics preferred,
demonstrated teaching excellence.
To receive application materials and a detailed
job description, qualified persons committed to a
Reformed, biblical perspective and educational
philosophy are encouraged to send a letter of
interest that provides evidence of that commit-
ment and a curriculum/vitae/resume to
Dr. Rockne McCarthy,
Vice President for Academic Affairs,
Dordt College 498 4th Avenue NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250
facsimile (712-722-4496)
e-mail (vpaa@dordt.edu).
The annual BJ. Haan Education Conference took placefrom March 25-27 and focused on correlating methodsof student evaluation with the school's mission state-
ment. Dr. John Van Dyk, professor of education at Dordt,
organized the conference.
"We had a good representation this year," said Van Dyk.
Approximately sixty-three teachers and administrators
attended from twenty different schools, including representa-
tives from Washington, Colorado, Ohio, and Canada as well
as many local institutions.
The conference unofficially began months earlier when
interested schools were sent and asked to complete a self-
evaluation of their testing methods as they related to their
mission statements. Representatives then came to the con-
ference and participated in a variety of different activities
through which they studied student evaluation. Small group
discussions, presentations, and a panel discussion allowed
participants to address issues concerning grading and stan-
dardized tests.
"What should evaluation do? Should it measure
academics? Effort? Attitude? How does philosophy affect
evaluation?" asked Van Dyk. "We wanted [participants] to
deepen their insights about what evaluation in schools really
means," he said.
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According to the comments on the conference evaluation
forms, participants found the conference helpful. ''This will
be a starting point for revising our evaluation system;' said
one participant. "We are working on accreditation and are in
the self-study process," wrote another. "We need to evaluate
our assessment practice in light of our mission statement.
This conference was the perfect vehicle for that and hope-
fully will help our whole staff analyze the connections."
Also helpful was the interaction with other Christian
school teachers, "Because we are isolated in our commu-
nity," said one representative, "it is good to be connected
with other Christian schools and have a dialogue with them."
Next year's conference will follow the same format of
mixing representatives from different schools for small
group activities and allowing plenty of time for interaction
and discussion. Participants in the 1999 conference, to be
held March 24-26, will focus on how society affects the chil-
dren they teach.
"With all the television and video our kids are subjected
to," said Van Dyk, "it's becoming very hard to teach them.
Respect seems to be declining. We want to get a better idea
of the effect our cnlture is having on the kids we teach in
the classroom and what that means for teaching them."
Those interested in participating in the 1999 conference
can contact John Van Dyk at the Dordt College Center for
Educational Services: Telephone: (712) 722-6354;




Dordt College is an equal opportunity institution that
strongly encourages the nominations and candidacies of
women, minorities, and disabled persons.




When I started college, I was told astory about how college studentschange in thinking from the fresh-
man to the senior year. When asked a ques-
tion in class, freshmen will answer with con-
fidence, sophomores will answer-but with
hesitation, juniors will often act confused,
and seniors will simply say, "I don't know,
it's just too complicated."
While this story overstates the case, it
does capture in part some of the changes in
thinking that occur with college students.
The developmental psychologist James
Marcia suggested that young adults
typically move through four of what he
called "identity" stages.
In the first stage, called diffusion, a
young person has not examined important
personal or social issues and has not yet
made any commitment to a particular idea.
Often fairly young persons are not able to
make clear decisions simply because they
lack knowledge of some issues.
In the second stage, called foreclosed, a
young person has committed him or herself
to some idea, but they cannot tell you why
they are committed. Often they simply state
that they believe that way because their par-
ents believe that way or because their teach-
ers told them that this was the best way to
view it.
In the moratorium stage, young people
begin to examine for themselves why they
believe what they believe. For some people,
this may uwokve something as simple as
talking to others about how they view an
issue. For others this stage may involve a
more traumatic transition in which the per-
son experiences a crisis of thought and per-
manently or temporarily abandons long-held
beliefs.
Finally, a person may move to the stage
of achievement. This identity stage involves
a corruaitment or recommitment to ideas,
but now based on a self-examined and con-
scious choice. Now young people can give a
clear rationale as to why they believe what
they believe and then can give explanations
about why they do not believe the alterna-
tives. These fOnTISof commitments are much
stronger and more long lasting than the com-
mitments that exist in the foreclosed stage.
They are stronger because the person is now
able to defend the position, and he or she is
better equipped to apply the principle to new
situations.
While many young people move through
these stages during the college years, many
others do not. Some remain diffuse or
foreclosed, or in moratorium. This may not
be that serious if the person is never
challenged in his or her views or beliefs.
However, when a young person experiences
challenging ideas or persuasive messages
he or she can much more easily abandon
their ideas.
Past research on college students finds
that many college freshmen come to college
in the foreclosed stage-i-confldent that
they know the answers, and only desiring to
be filled up with more knowledge-not to be
challenged with new ways of thinking.
How does this relate to Christian educa-
tion? The role of a Christian educator, in my
view, is not only to impart knowledge, but to
provide an environment for growth. Young
people need to be nurtured and encouraged
to explore ideas and critically examine their
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own views. Only when students commit to
an ideal because they have carefully exam-
ined the issue will they remain committed
to it.
Such a process can seem troubling or
threatening to many people. Some Christian
parents may ask, "Won't young people
abandon their faith when they are challenged
to examine a variety of ideas?" In fact, some
educators at public universities have this
very goal in mind. Their approach is to chal-
lenge students regularly and to question their
long-standing values in order to get students
to abandon their beliefs.
Unfortunately, such questioning does not
provide any alternatives, direction, or oppor-
tunity to commit to any idea. The student is
left in moratorium.
In contrast to this model of challenging
without direction, a nurturing Christian com-
munity can provide the opportunity for
young people to feel comfortable exploring
new ideas, while not feeling the pressure to
abandon their beliefs. Teachers or professors
can model biblical approaches, provide
opportunities to hear from other students
who have had the same struggles, and
become reacquainted with long-held beliefs
~but now in fresh ways.
Dr. John Van Wicklin of Houghton
College suggests that the Christian college
provides the best type of environment for
this growth. He states that, "Christian college
faculty are in a unique position. Christian
faculty, being initially perceived by the
•~e
students to be of like mind and
faith, can raise (new) ideas with-
in the boundaries of acceptance.
Students are less likely to dis-
count these ideas than they
would from a 'radical, secular
professor.' However, the
Christian teacher has the respon-
sibility to provide the 'right kind
and amount of conflict.' The
Christian teacher must know his
or her students."
Such an approach to educa-
tion need not be reserved for col-
lege-level teaching. Elementary
teachers, parents, and even pas-
tors can provide opportunities for
young people to begin the pro-
cess of self-examination. Unless
young people are regularly chal-
lenged to think about why they
believe what they believe, they
become mindless zombies, echo-
ing the ideas of others and not
taking ownership of their ideas.
Christian parents or educators that demand
of their children that they simply be able to
restate the "correct answer" have not taught
these young people to think deeply about
life. Christian young people need not
abandon their old ideas to grow in faith or
knowledge, but they must deepen their
understanding of their ideas and be able to
think critically about their world and the
issues that confront them.
......"~L...S o pro ems
Kirstin Vander Giessen
Each year, senior engineering majorsburn the midnight oil in the sciencebuilding to finish up their projects in
time for their presentations. So what makes
this year's class different?
"This year's class has a greater unifor-
mity of quality," says Dr. Charles Adams
who is in charge of the class. "They're all
high quality. Every single group did an
excellent job."
Working with local companies or organi-
zations, the students worked in groups of
three or four to channel four years of labs,
theories, and figures into a final, original
project.
Dan Addink, Matthew Bylsma, and Matt
De Kam worked with Diamond Vogel
Paints to address the problem of the harsh
chemical effects on the worker who had to
manually clean the paint vats. In response,
they created an automatic tank washing
system.
Another business that benefitted from the
assignment was Link Manufacturing. Andy
Landman, Calen Moerman, and Josh Vander
Top saw that cutting a steel tube flat and
then trying to weld it to a curved surface, as
is done with a bicycle frame, wasted weld.
To prevent this waste, they developed an
automatic steel tube cutting machine that
cuts tubes on a curve.
To conserve human time and energy, one
group worked with Dutch Industries in
British Columbia, Canada, to develop a bird
dropping sweeper. Heath Bleyenberg, Brian
Cruson, and Barry Schleicher created an
automatic way to sweep, gather, and dispose
of bird droppings that litter areas such as
golf courses and parks.
One group worked with
Dordt to research the integra-
tion of various systems on
campus, including the fire
alarms, security system, and
timed entry system for work-
study students. Hope
Bakker, Brian Glover, Kevin
Groenenboom, and Laura
Tuten concluded that Dordt
should have a full-time plant
engineer to oversee the inte-
gration and maintenance of
these systems.
The last group, composed
of Jeff Bruin, Jason
Jonkrnan, and Steve Kimble,
received a $3,000 grant from
the American Public Power
Association to study the
effects of vertical axis wind
turbines. The project, which
entailed driving to Texas to
pick up a turbine that wasn't being used,
was designed to provide the Sioux Center
Public Utilities Department with information
on a vertical axis wind turbine farm. By
doing tests on the turbine they acquired,
the group addressed the possibility of using
wind power to supply Sioux Center with
electricity.
The senior engineer projects are designed
to be the culmination of four years of leam-
ing about engineering. "It teaches us how to
incorporate everything we've learned to solve
a problem," said Jonkrnan.
"I've leamed a lot about looking at the
bigger picture to see how things relate," said
Bakker. "[The project] really is an applica-
tion of all the things we've learned through-
out our four years."
__ ..-.. .- __ ~or
_ Q!lofS_c.. .
The project really is
an application of all














Dordt 2000 is a five-year,
$l(i million campaign to provide
additional campus facilities, meet
the annual fund goals, and
increase the endowment.
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The Lady Defenders finished fifth in the
South Dakota-Iowa Conference. Junior Cathy
Palmer finished second in the 400 with a time of
60.59. Julie Huizinga finished second in the
high jump with a jump of 5'2". ,
The Dordt men won two meets during the
year capturing the Dordt Invitational team title
and the Buena Vista Invitational team title.
The men broke all five school outdoor relay
records during the season (4xI00, 4x2oo, 4x4oo,
4x8oo, and distance medley).
Two men's relay teams qualified for the
National Meet in Tulsa, Oklahoma, on May 18-
23. The 4x400 relay (Troy Ten Napel, Jason De
Weerd, Steve Holwerda, and Ron Kingma) and
the 4x800 relay (Jeff Summerhays, Matt Van
Essen, De Weerd, and Kingma) both qualified
this year. Look for more information on how
these relays did in the next issue of the Voice.
Head coaches Dr. Syne Altena and Dr. Ross
Goheen were very pleased with the good efforts
given this season.
GolfFor the first time in school history the
Dordt College men's golf team has qualified for
the NAIA National Golf Meet this spring in
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Dordt College's national qualifying team
consists of David Kooiman (sophomore, Orange,
City, Iowa), David A1tena (freshman, Hull,
Iowa), Jason Visser (senior, Taber, Alberta,
Canada), Mark Pluimer (senior, Willmar, Minn.),
Dean Kooima (senior, Doon, Iowa), and Eric
Haveman (freshman, Hull, Iowa). The Dordt
men are coached by Abe Bos who has been with
the program since its start in 1975.
The National Golf Meet was held May 19-22
-after our publication deadline-as parr of the
1998 NAIA Spring Championship Games.
Dordt's final record was 25-17. Angie
Oostenink, Faith Baas, Wendy Poppema, Karla
Vander Leest, Kris Huenink, and Marlene Van
Wingerden were named to the SDIC first team.
Amy Feikema and Ranae Meenderinck were
named to the all-conference second team.
Vander Leest, Huenink, and Oostenink garnered
all-region honors.
TrackThe Dordt College men's and women's
track teams had a great jump on the outdoor sea-
son this year. The nice spring weather plus the
recreation center made for a successful season.
Dordt's men finished sixth in the South
Dakota-Iowa Conference. Jason De Weerd fin-
ished with an individual first place in the 800
meter run with a time of I :54.32. The men's
4x400 meter relay set a school and conference
record at the conference meet with a time of
3:16.75.
the match. Carver will be matching that
pledge with a gift of $44,837, which Dordt
will use for computers and other technology
changes on campus.
Students also called parents and other
friends of the college this spring for Dordt's
debt reduction drive. Over $70,000 was
pledged, of which over $50,000 were new
gifts for debt reduction.
A big thanks is due our student phone
callers who made over 20,000 calls this year,
and to Nancy Krygsman for mailing letters
and postcards and processing gifts. A huge
thanks, too, to all alumni, parents, and friends
of the college who give generously and pray
for the work that is done at Dordt. Staff and
students look forward to visiting with you
again next school year ..
Dordt receives
gift of stock
Dordt College received a gift of stockrecently from a couple who werethe owners of a business that they
sold. As part of the sale arrangement, the
This past school year God has trulyblessed the college with generous andcaring constituents. Over $460,000
was raised through student phone calls,
letters, church offerings, and individual visits.
Two generous families also provided
matching gift funds that were instrumental
in helping us meet our Fall Drive goals.
During the spring semester the college
again received a matching gift proposal for
technology from the Carver Foundation. Over
$49,000 was pledged by alumni to help meet
college received a block of shares of stock of
the company with an appraised value of over
$130,000.
We are very grateful for this generous
gift that will help ensure the future financial
strength and stability of the college. Dordt
is certainly richly blessed to have
constituents, such as this couple, who
are committed to Christian education
and want to share their God-given
resources with institutions such as
Dordt that promote and serve Christian
education.
Gifts of appreciated property, such
as this gift of stock, are a stewardly
way to make donations because of the
double tax savings available from such
gifts.
This couple will receive a charitable
contribution deduction for the full
appraised value of the stock donated to
the college. They will also avoid capital
gains taxes on the appreciated value of
the donated stock. This combined or
double tax savings allowed the donors
to make a much larger contribution than






BaseballThe Dordt College men's baseball team
started their season with a spring break:trip to
southern California. The nice weather in
California gave the players the fever to play in
the tough South Dakota-Iowa Conference once
they returned to Iowa.
Dordt ended the season with a record of 7-22
and went 4-13 in the SDIC under the coaching of
Dr. Tom Visker.
The highlight of the season was Dordt's
showing in the conference post-season tourna-
ment as Dordt went 2-2 in Mitchell, South
Dakota.
Senior Tim De Jong hit .386 for the season to
lead the team. The Hull, Iowa, native was also
named to the All-SDIC first team. Sophomore
Craig Broek, from Ireton, Iowa, led the team in
home runs with six for the season. Broek, along
with freshman Jason Dorhout, from Orange City,
Iowa, were named to the All-SDIC second team.
SoftballA wealth of returning players set the stage
for a great softball season at Dordt College. The
Lady Defenders, coached by Dr. Don Draayer,
ended the regular season with a 24-15 record.
The 24 wins is the most ever by a Dordt softball
team.
Dordt's success rolled over into the SDIC
schedule where Dordt went 15-1 and won the
conference championship for a second straight
year.
Dordt College qualified for the Great Plains
Regional Softball Tournament once again in
1998. This year the national qualifying tourna-
ment was right in Sioux Center. The Lady
Defenders went 1-2 in the tournament and
finished 5th in the region.
Lyle Gritters
Vice President for Advancement
Matching Gifts
Fund Report
The Dordt 2000 Campaign MatchingGifts Fund Program continues to gen-erate excitement and new gift pledges
for the campaign.
As of March 31, 1998, we had used up
$510,000 of the $900,000 fund as matching
gifts to new and increased pledges and gifts
to the DORDT 2000 Campaign.
The Matching Gifts Program provides a
wonderful opportunity to constituents who
can consider new or increased gift commit-
ments to the DORDT 2000 Campaign to
provide much larger contributions to the
campaign. We still have a way to go to
reach the campaign goal of $14 million for
the capital and annual support component of
the campaign. Your help in reaching that









































there was still so much to learn. We were
filled with a sense of excitement and anticipa-
tion as we left the structure of a Christian edu-
cational community and set out to find our
way in the world. We also felt a sense of
regret and sorrow at having to say good-bye
to the friends we'd become so close to in OUI
years of studying, living, and praying together
-and not knowing when and where we'd
meet again.
This May our oldest son graduates from
Dordt College. All the mixed emotions of
twenty-five years ago come flooding back,
along with other emotions that parents feel at
a milestone like this. With a touch of pride, we
share his satisfaction in his achievements. We
struggle to keep our own anxieties about his
future in check, while we encourage and sup-
port him in the decisions he faces as he now
sets out to find his way in the world. We want
things to be better for our children, but we
also understand that we have grown through
the challenges of life. And we share his sense
of sadness and loss as he and his friends sepa-
rate to go their own ways. And we know we
will miss the Sunday dinners around our table.
As an alumni parent it has been a wonder-
ful privilege to watch our child leam and grow
in the same environment that was so influen-
tial in my own life. To see him "come into his
own" as he grapples with issues, to have the
confidence that Dordt has equipped him with
the mental, spiritual, and emotional "tools" to
be a productive member of society is a great
blessing. What reassuring evidence of God's
covenant faithfulness.
Technology Update
With more than 1000 alumni with e-mail
addresses (and the number growing daily) the
opportunities and means of communicating
with alumni are quickly changing. To facilitate
your ability to communicate with former
classmates and friends, we've placed an e-mail
directory on the alumni website of Dordt's
homepage. E-mail addresses are accessible by
entering name and class year. Check it out at
www.dordt.edu. The homepage is also a good
place to get up-to-date information on other
campus and alumni events.
If you don't wish to be included in the
directory, please notify the alumrti office at
alumni@dordt.edu.





Eachyear the executive board choosesthree juniors to receive AlumniAssociation scholarships. These
students must demonstrate a good under-
standing of what Dordt College stands for and
must be promising future representatives of
the college in their respective career fields.
The recipients of the Alumni Association
scholarships for the 1998-1999 school year
are Heidi Petersen, Ryan Smit, and Mick
Vande Griend.
Petersen, a philosophy/psychology double
major, graduated from Lynden (Wash.)
Christian High School. She is in the pre-
seminary program with hopes of getting her
M.Div., possibly from Fuller Theological
Seminary, as well as a doctorate in psychology
or philosophical anthropology.
"Dordt has taught me more about what
learning really is," said Petersen. "Learning
is not a passive receiving, but an active
striving toward knowledge and wisdom ....
My classes have taught me to think critically
on my own rather than be spoon-fed."
Petersen also appreciates what Dordt has
taught her about being "God's creature" and
about what that fact implies for her thoughts
and deeds.
Smit, a choral and instrumental music
education major, believes that Dordt has
given him invaluable knowledge about the
ideas of calling and task, as well as "the true
standard that God holds for all his people:
excellence in every area of life. All the activ-
ities we engage in should be given to God as
an offering. I hope to improve the quality of
music education in our Christian institutions
by implementing the skills and concepts that
Dordt has equipped me with, and by continu-
ally seeking excellence." Smit graduated
from Manhattan (Montana) Christian High
School.
With aspirations of involvement in
criminal or juvenile law or with the formula-
tion of political and social policies, Vande
Griend is majoring in political science and
pre-law. Vande Griend, a graduate of Western
Christian High School in Hull, Iowa, feels
that Dordt has prepared him for his career in
three ways. First, Dordt has given him a
quality Reformed education. Dordt has also
provided him with "a protected environment
in which to grow and mature spiritually."
Finally, being a student here "has helped me
learn what it means to integrate my faith with
my future goals," says Vande Griend.
Alumni Association Board of Directors: Back row (I-r): Stan De Groot ('81), Phoenix, Ariz.; Dave Van Essen
('95), Sheldon, Iowa. Middle row: Nancy Koetsier ('89), Listowel, Ontario; Sheila Lammers ('85),
Englewood, Colo.; Betty Moss('86}, Boyden, low8; Yvonne Bentz ('76), Platte, S.D.; JUti8 Veenstra ('90),
Des Moines, Iowa; Adrl Ruiscb ('90), Ireton, Iowa; Judy Hagey ('73), Alumni Director; Peggy Boxum ('88),
Sioux City, Iowa; Harriet Potoka ('71), Chicago, m. Front row: Dave BloemeodaaJ ('68), Orange City, Iowa;
Henry Conlan. ('77), Abbotsford, British Cn.lum_b;.ia;., ..I
Reflections from the alumni board
chair-Adri Ruisch
One of the highlights of serving on thealumni board is to read applications ofstudents who are seeking an alumrti
scholarship. This process narrows to three stu-
dents who are personally interviewed at the
annual meeting. Their spiritual maturity, wis-
dom and academic achievements have enriched
my life and lives of other board members.
Hearing these young adults express their faith
in their career goals as well as their goals for
the future serves as a reminder that the educa-
tional excellence of Dordt College has given
them a good foundation for the future.
Another privilege of serving on the board is
to be involved in homecoming and freshmen
orientation each year. Hosting the Alumni
Hospitality Center at homecoming gives
Summer 1998
opportunity to meet hundreds of alumrti who
reconnect in this casual setting. Being part of
this event gives the opportunity to see where
"Dordt" has come. Offering support and
welcoming incoming freshmen and their par-
ents gives the joy of seeing the future.
The primary purpose of the alumni board is
to promote the welfare of Dordt College and to
support and encourage the college in its role as
Christian educational leader for its students
and to support the constituency and alumrti. It
is my hope and prayer that I have contributed
in some small way to this purpose.
Dordt College is certainly more than its
purpose statement. It is people who bear God's
image and do his mission in his world.
"For I know the plans I have for you, declares
the Lord, plans to prosper you and not to harm
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in this month's photo,
or as many as you can,
and send it in
before July 1.






There's still time to contact
Professor Duitrnan and let him
know you want to be part of the
Alumni Chamber Orchestra
Eurotour next June. The I4-day
trip will include performances in
the Netherlands and tours to places
of interest in Gennany and Austria.
1998-99 Music Tour Schedule





to the Pacific Northwest





We were given a copy of this note from alum
Dirk Schouten. Surprises make life so enjoyable.
Dr. Schaap,
You might get a kick out of this tale:
A couple of times a week I go to school in the
evenings. Korean high school seniors have to stay
at school until 10:00 every night, although they
can decide on their own what homework to do, so
the school is open until 11:00 each night. Ijust
go to hang out with the teachers, play around on
the computer, talk some Korean.
A few nights ago I went to school around 9:00
p.m. I visited the different senior classes (There
are about four.) and talked with the students.
They seem to get a kick out of that. Afterward, I
went to the staff room and sat down to prepare a
lesson. I needed to clarify a grammar rule, so I
asked one of the teachers for a book on English
grammar. He reached into his drawer and, of all
things, pulled out Verne Meyer's "Writers Inc."
[just about flipped. I spent an hour telling
everyone in the school that Verne was my forrner
professor. Most of the kids understood what I was
saying, but they didn't get excited. Iwas quite
thrilled. There Iwas, in Nowhere, Korea, and I
was holding Verne Meyer's book. I was pretty
proud of being a Dordt grad.
Now to do something about these lifeless
students. Hmmmm. Dirk Schouten ('92)
Jim Van Milligan ('78) recently received a
Silver Vision award from Lockheed Martin
Enterprise Information Systems for superior
UNIX system administration support. Jim lives
in Conifer, Colorado, with his wife, Marsha,
who is a medical records volunteer at various
Denver hospitals. The Van Milligans enjoy
many outdoor activities provided by the moun-
tainous terrain, and they also enjoy many out-
door visitors to their home, including raccoons,
foxes, elk, and bears.
1980s
Pam Veltkamp ('84) was recently promoted to
associate professor and awarded tenure at
McMurry University in Abilene, Texas. She is
part of both their chemistry and environmental
science departments.
Sandra (Allen,'85) Roelofs lives in Lombard,
Illinois, with her husband, Scott, and their three
boys; Daniel, 9, William, 7, and Patrick, 8
months. Sandra runs an interior design business
with her sister, Sue (Allen, ex.'8I) Folkerts.
Scott is in his nineteenth year of teaching at
Timothy Christian High School, where he
coaches the mock trial team, which competed in
May for the national title.
Drew and Nancy (Top, ex.'86) Schelhaas live in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, where Nancy is a
registered nurse with University Physicians.
Drew works as a physical therapist at
Doug Rylaarsdam and Ethan Brue told us about an
unexpected and delightful meeting between Dordt room-
mates traveling home from Ireland and Brazil. Doug and
Ethan graduated in 1992. Doug is a research assistant at
Illinois Institute of Technology, and Ethan is a research
assistant at Iowa State University.
Doug wrote:
I was returrting from a business trip to Ireland. I was
a day late coming back since a strike had cancelled the
previous day's flight. The flights into Chicago the day I
returned were delayed due to the approaching snow-
storm. I was tired hy the time I walked off the plane at
O'Hare, and more than a little surprised to see Ethan at
the gate. His flight to Des Moines was cancelled, and he
found out I was due in at O'Hare after calling my home
from the airport. So we had a very unexpected chance to
catch up. But my trip didn't seem so long after hearing
about Ethan's flight and day at the airport. Unfortunately,
his trip wasn't over yet, since the storm was only
beginning that night.
McKennan Hospital. The Schelhaases have an
ll-month-old son, Jack.
Brent and Audrey (Van Den Top) Meyer
('87,'88) live in Rock Valley, Iowa, where Brent
is a cattle consultant and salesman at Farmer's
Elevator. Audrey does part-time physical thera-
py, working with children with special needs.
The Meyers have two children: Blake, 16-and-a-
half months; and Alexa, two-and-a-half months.
Andy and Christy Wierenga ('89) live in
Jacksonville, Florida, with their two children:
Kimberly, 6; and Andrew, 2. Andy recently
accepted an IT consultant position with Global
Resource Management in Jacksonville. He is
a business re uirements analyst. Christy works
at Nextel Communications, Inc., and is an
independent beauty consultant for Mary Kay
Cosmetics.
Ed and Darlene (De Jong) Van Dellen
('89,'91) live in Airdrie, Alberta, with their four
children. Ed is technical director for Potato
Growers of Alberta, and has been for the past
eight years. Darlene is a full-time mom to
Kaitlin, 5; Kalisse, 4; Jenaya, 2; and Judson, 3
months. Darlene is also the head counselor of
Calvinettes/Gems and teaches Sunday school at
Bethel United Reformed in Calgary.
1990s
Brian and Suzanne (De Boer, ex. '90) Moore
live in Outlook, Washington, where Brian works
at the local irrigation district running heavy
Ethan adds:
Thinking back, it wasn't the most ideal reunion cir-
cumstances. I'm guessing Doug was not only surprised
to see an old roommate at the gate, but also surprised to
see a roommate looking as bedraggled as I was. I had
already been in various airports/airplanes for over thirty
hours since first taking off from Porto AJegre, Brazil.
Unshaven, greasy, rings around the eyes, etc. I'm
guessing he thought the three or four years since we
had last seen each other had really taken its toll on
01' Ethan. Doug and I were both looking forward to
getting back to family after a week away on business.
Neither of us had any notion that the other was also
traveling internationally for work, and neither of us
travel too frequently. So I guess it is quite an occurrence
when a snowstorm and a labor strike cause two friends to
cross paths when traveling back from opposite sides of
the globe.
Doug probably had the worst end of the fatigue; he
was traveling east to west, mixing up his night and his
equipment. Suzanne has two bookkeeping jobs,
which she does out of their home so she can
take care of their two boys: Matt, 3; and
Brandon, 2.
Bethany Verhoef Brands ('91) was recently
appointed Dickinson County (Iowa) attorney.
After graduating from University of Iowa Law
School in 1994, she worked as a clerk for judges
in a Spencer district. Bethany and her husband,
Ed, live in Spirit Lake, Iowa.
Mike Fennema (ex.'91) was recently married
to Khin Moe Moe Tin in Rangoon, Burma.
After a reception in Canada on May 23, Mike
and Moe Moe will travel back to Asia where
Mike will begin looking for work in Laos. He
previously worked in Cambodia with CRWRC,
but his contract expired in April. Moe Moe
works as a nurse in community development,
helping to improve the services of the govern-
ment health staff at the district and village
level.
James and Carla (Moedt,'91) Feltz live in
Silverdale, Washington, where James is sta-
tioned at the U.S. Navy submarine base,
Bangor. Carla works part-time as a social work
consultant for long-term care facilities. James
and Carla have a two-mouth-old daughter,
Alexa.
Winston Visser (ex.'9I) will be moving to
Grand Rapids, Michigan, in August with his
wife, Brenda, and daughter, Oriana. There he




Dordt friendships survive time and distance
day. My fatigue was only due to a long night of trying to
find a sleeping position in a cramped airplane seat.
Back in our college days we both did "all-nighters"
before exams or projects. We could handle it back then;
it was obvious things had changed. We were older; we
needed our sleep. I never slept on a more comfortable
couch than the one Doug and Robin had to offer that
night (it sure beat the airport seats).
Maybe it was timely that I had been reading Dietrich
Bonhoeffer while stuck in the airport that day. In his
discussion of the Lord's prayer, he drove home the point
to me that our prayer is essentially an acknowledgement
of all that is out of our control and in the hands of God.
While there was nothing I could do to change the
snowstorm pounding the Midwest, I also hadn't
planned on being able to "catch up" with a old Dordt
roommate. Some things "out of OUI control" don't
tum out too bad.
14 Voice Summer 1998/
Amir Andrawis, M.D. ('92) recently returned
from a medical mission trip to Kenya. He is
now living and working in Kansas City,
Missouri, where he is in a family practice
residency. His wife, Mary, is a resident in
an OB-GYN program.
Lisa (Van Denend, '93) Roska lives in San Diego,
California, with her husband, David. Lisa works
as a physical therapist and David is finishing his
internship at Balboa Hospital.
Aleatha Reitsma-Mathias ('94) graduated in May
from the University of Iowa College of Medicine.
In July, she will begin her internal medicine resi-
dency at S1. Joseph Mercy Hospital in Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
Chad and Karmen (Bosma, '95) Van Beek
moved to Primghar, Iowa, last October. Karmen
is currently the TAG coordinator for Sheldon
Community Schools and Chad is the office
manager at Triple R Welding in Primghar.
Travis and Amy (Rozenboom) Hanenburg
('95,'95) are living in Houston, Texas, where
they have helped start a new classical Christian
school. In addition to teaching P.E. to the entire
school, Travis teaches mostly math and science.
Amy teaches music to all the students, second
and third grades, and fourth through sixth
grade literature. Amy also gives piano
lessons. The Hanenburgs are members of
Providence Presbyterian Church in Sugarland,
Texas.
Esther (Romijn, ex.'95) Dykstra recently
finished studying law at the University of Leiden
in Holland, Netherlands, and is looking for a job.
Her husband, Dirk-Jan Dykstra, works with
computers in the banking business.
Derrick Vander Waal ('95) has been named one
of three Outstanding Young Journalists in the state
of Iowa this year. Derrick's award is for his work
at the Northwest Iowa Review.
Ifyou were a member
of the Class of '73
'76-'80
or '88




it's time to change your plans!
We're planning a weekend of
fun for the whole family.
• Childcare for everyone from the wee ones
to the highschoolers.
• Reasonably priced housing and meals.













1:30 Golf Outing, Recreational Options, Seminars
6:30 Banquet and Program
Reminder-
Reunion registrations
are due June 15.
Summer 1998
• Future Defenders -------
Ken and Rachel Van Eps ('78), Bethany Sue, 6117/97
Darrel and Lynn (Landhuis, '81) Wielenga, Lyle Wade, 4/6/98
Tom and Marilyn (Vander Zee,'83) Fast, Andrew John and Aaron Isaac, 4/15/98
Steve and Phyllis Penuings ('83), Aften Elaine, 3111/98
Zachary and Sandra (Hop) Anderson (ex.'84,'86), Olivia Grace, 7/6/97
Jim and Glenda (Van Dyke) Bos ('85, '85), Abigail Janae, 2/22/98
Scott and Sandra (AIIen,'85), Roelofs, Patrick Larsen, 9/21/97
Phil and Bonnie (Vander Voort) Kooiker ('86,'86), Jennifer Rae, 3/23/98
Drew and Nancy (Top, ex.' 86) Schelhaas, Jack Ryan, 6/21/97
John and Amy Marcus ('87), Rebecca Grace, 2/14/98
Brendan and Jackie (Ton) Postman ('87, ex.'90), Paige Jaqueliue, 3/13/98
Deloy and Sandy (Faher) Johnson ('87,'87), Alexandria Faye, 2/1lI98
Richard and Stacy Koele ('87), Hannah Marie, 4/23/98
Todd and Myrna (Wissink,'87) Haak, Joshua Ryan, born 1117197,adopted 11/9/97
Brent and Audrey Meyer ('87,'89), Alexa Rose, 3/5/98
Kevin and Kim Bolt ('88), Taylor Sue, 2/28/98
Jeff and Lynne Dykstra ('88), Justin Michael, 1/28/98
Timothy and Ruth (Van Drunen) Louwerse ('88,'88), Cassidy JoMae, 6/10/97
Dean and Nancy (Van Surksum,'88) Meines, Jenna Claire, 2/27/98
Brian and Heidi (Visscher, '88) Sikkema, Duncan Jay, 3/30198
Tom and Rachelle (Vander Stelt) Knapper ('88,'89), Aaron Joseph, 3/22/98
Scott and Kim (Armstrong, '89) Speaight, Autumn Treasure, 2/13/98
Kyle and Deb (Schiehout) Beran (ex.'89,'89), Lydia Marie, 3/13/98
Dave and Rachele (Brower) Rylaarsdam ('89,'89), Kate Elizabeth. 3/17/98
Martin and Shari (Veenstra) Tel ('89,'89), Theodore William, 12/26/97
Robert and Jenee Van Kooten ('89), Taylor James, 3114/98
Ed and Darlene (De Jong) Van Dellen ('89,'91), Judson Riley. 2/26/98
Harwin and Diane (Rozenboom, ex. '90),Te Slaa, Jamison Ross, 2/1 0/98
Scott and Michelle (Vander Wal, ex. '90), Haaksma, Adrianna Renae, 4/4/97
Greg and Rhonda (Gritters '91) Holstege, Michelle Lynn. 4/18/98
James and Carla (Moedt,'9l) Feltz, Alexa Nicole, 3/31/98
Winston and Brenda Visser (ex.'91), Oriana Michelle, 1/1/98
Dan and Beth (Boender,'92) Trumhle, Elizabeth Amy, 3/4/98
Joel and Laura (Benkelman) Buwalda (ex.'92, ex.'92), Mason Drew, 4/7/98
Ken and Patty (Boer) Timmermans (ex.'92,'92), Jessica Marie, 7/9/97
Scott and Candace (Horstman, '93) Van Egdom, Keegan Matthew, 4/8/98
Dennis and Melanie Van Maanen (ex.'93), Sawyer James, 3/1/98
Gene and Darlys (Sprik) Vis ('93,'94), Austin Leon, 12/12/97
Eric and Cheryl (Vos) Van Wyk ('93, ex.'96). Jenna Ann, 1/30/98
Michael and Kimberly (Vander Weide) Adams ('94, ex.'94), Kinsley Grace, 4/9/98
Todd and Janet (Anema) Kuoiman ('94,'94). Micah John, 7/30/97
John and Rachelle McClellan ('94), Jacob Charles, 4/13/98
David and Susan (Guthmiller) Vander Ploeg ('94,'94), Amanda Grace, 10/20/97
Brent and Teresa Vander Pol ('94), Jessica Rae, 10/24/97
Richard and Michelle (Vande Berg,'95) Jentsch, lnga Anne, 2/25/98
Eric and Christine (van Hooydonk,'95) Valk, Jacob Gerard, J 1/27/97
Dan and Anne (Hoogeveen) Jasper ('95, ex. '97), Ellie Christine, 11/23/97
Dave and Jill (Anema) Van Essen ('95, '96), Jaci Noelle 4/24/98
Wilfand Natalie (Hultink) Wikkerink ('95,'97), Andrew Devon, 10/14/97
Marriages
,
Mike Fennema (ex.'91) and Khin Moe Moe Tin, 5116/98
Amir Andrawis ('92) and Mary Schneider, 10111/97
Doug Jergesen and Arvella Visser ('92), 91l3/97
David Roska and Lisa Van Denend ('93), 1217/97
Dirk-Jan Dykstra and Esther Romijn (ex.'95), 517198
CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how yon are doing and
what kinds of events are happening in your life. Please fill ont the
conpon below and mail to: Alnmni Association, Dordt College, 498 4th
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